
                               
Material：〈Main unit〉ZDC
               〈Spool bracket〉Resin
Load capacity：30kg(297N)
※Please contact us for 70kg(686N) pecifications.

Concealed Hinged Door Closer
Product No.
LH RH Finish/Color
312-072L 312-072R Brown
Screw included：

〈Spool bracket〉
 4×30 Truss head tapping screw 2pcs
 4×20 Flat head tapping screw(D7) 1pcs

〈Main unit〉
 4×30 Truss head tapping screw 4pcs
 Attachment：Allen wrench

Concealed Hinged Door Closer
A concealed hinged door closer for indoor use provides the functionality of an overhead 
door closer but is fitted within the door leaf and frame. This product helps decelerate the 
speed of the door at ±100 mm towards the end and self-closing itself slowly to reduce 
the unpleasant noise of the door hitting the frame and prevent pinched finger accidents. 
In addition, this type of installation is aesthetically pleasing and helps reduce vandalism, 
as most of the door closer is hidden from sight. Once installed, the closing speed can also 
be adjusted. 
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The arm extends once it is released from the spool bracket.
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(It is different depends on 
  the position of the hinges.)75

 Assembly drawing
(The drawing shows the door is right hand and door thickness is 35mm.)
※ This drawing is only for reference.
     For installation, please use the manual attached to the product.
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Match the roller to the center 
position of bracket's guide groove.

(Use adjusting screw for movable range 
 of arm to matching center position.)
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Upside frame of the door

Upside of the door

※If the roller doesn't match the center
   position, it will not back to its original
   position automatically.
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Adjusting the force for shutting the door
(Adjusting the speed for shutting the door)
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Roller Adjusting screw for 
movable range of arm

Movable range of arm：75 ～90°
(Adjustable between 15  )

Closer main unit
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Allen wrench (size 2）
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